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WAXING MASCULINE
Pittsford spa’s specialty
is grooming men [20]

GETTING ENGAGED
10 ways to ask her to marry you [21]

FASHION

New high-end
boutique offers
members-only
shopping
STORY BY EMILY SHEARING
emilys@rochesterinsider.com
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With a stripper pole, a bar-esque
counter, tattoo-inspired murals and
leather couches, it might be easy
to mistake Naked Clothing Company for another type of establishment.
“We had people peering in the
windows thinking it was a strip
club before it opened,” says John
Brown, owner of the new
members-only boutique.
The store, at 1635 Dewey Ave.,
boasts a shopping experience far
from your average trip to the mall.
“You can have a glass of wine, sit
down and have your girl try on
some clothes, and it’s just you
guys in the store,” says Brown, who
also owns Extreme Graphix Tattoo
Ink, which is next door a 1631 Dewey Ave.
Currently the store is open to the
public for the holiday shopping
season. But once the new year
arrives, you’ll have to be a member
to shop there, either by spending
$500 or coming in with a member.
Brown also is looking to install a
thumbprint scanner at the door to
make sure it’s truly members-only.
“We want to keep the exclusiveness because no other stores in
Rochester carry these brands,”
Brown says. “We don’t want it to
turn into a spectator sport.”
“These brands” include True
Religion, Juicy Couture, Ed Hardy,
Afﬂiction and Brown’s own line,
Sniper Ink. Plus, “There are a lot of
product lines we’re still looking
into,” Brown says.
The store also will special-order
items and plans to hold sales to
move inventory and invite nonmembers to shop.
Here are some hotties modeling
some of the latest fashions available at Naked Clothing Company. ◆

Ashley Johnson,
26, of Rochester
Ed Hardy hoodie
and sweats: $135

Heather
Cartonia,
20, of
Webster
Sinful tee:
$60
True Religion
jeans: $180
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Linh Nguyen,
25, of Greece
Ed Hardy jeans: $135
Ed Hardy hoodie: $135

Anthony Gallton,
22, of Rochester
Ed Hardy hoodie: $165

Heather Cartonia,
20, of Webster
Juicy Couture hoodie
and sweats: $120

Ashley
Johnson,
26, of
Rochester
Sinful tee: $60
Ed Hardy
jeans: $80
Ed Hardy belt: $63
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Linh Nguyen,
25, of Greece
Ed Hardy hoodie
and sweats: $165
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Afﬂiction tee: $66
True Religion
jeans: $225
Afﬂiction Nike Air
Force Ones: $120
Ed Hardy
belt: $63
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Anthony
Gallton,
22, of
Rochester

